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POLITICAL SCIENCE

The impact of religion on political development
JOOINN LEE*
ABSTRACT - The author attempts to formulate a broad-gauge theory, the conceptual framework
designed to discover the influence of religion upon the development of the political system and
politics. By systematically examining both the social effects of religion and the place of religious
institutions in society, the author seeks to determine whether religion is a causal factor of political
development, thus supporting his thesis that there is a kind of dialectica l relationsh ip between
religion and political, development.

In the relationship between religion and political development there is a wide variety of patterns of interaction ranging from mutual exclusion to total compatibility. Religion has assumed not only positive but also neutral and negative roles in shaping a political system. Religion has also reacted to or counteracted political
changes either as a full supporter or a partial partner or
at other times as a chief rival or an avowed foe. Consequently, a systematic assessment of this positively supplementing role and negatively undermining role of religion upon politics is an extremely difficult one, if not an
impossible one. Depending on such variables as the degree of modernization, urbanization, mobility, cultural
norms, and personal proclivities and time involved, numerous different responses of religion to both politics and
political development emerge. Since the effects of religion are deeply imbedded in the patterns of specific societies, the impact of religion upon the development of
the political system varies from one nation to another.
Nevertheless, there are in the nature and functions of religion and of the political system certain inherent differences and common concerns which enable us to make
some permissible generalizations.
In the maintenance of the social order, religion and
politics are merely two among many factors. Both play
important roles in making what the society is and what
it is going to be. Social order requires a device to unify
conflicting interests, and both religion and politics attempt to produce the legitimate and effective means and
ends to this problem. They share the responsibility of
providing human beings with a social setting in which the
desiderata of each individual life can be realized in the
most just and least arbitrary manner. These common
concerns and mutual involvement of religion and politics
call for their mutual cooperation and coexistance. Consequently, religion and politics have frequently been intertwined in their ideologies. Religion as an ideology and
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a source of belief systems can be integrated into politics
as a philosophy and a source of action systems, and vice
versa.
Despite these seemingly accommodating affinities, religion and politics differ in their goals, attitudes, motivations, and means of implementing their goals. Each has
its domain of ultimate concerns and values and each, in
its own right, claims the role of the prime mover in society. The sacred rather than the profane, as Durkheim
( 1915) states, is ultimate concern of religion, and therefore the secular social setting must be constructed in line
with transcendental values. Religion thus tends to intervene in political disputes, set the standard for political
order, and share authority in allocating values through
its norms and sanctions. The political system in the secular realm is supposedly compatible with religious framework and the day-to-day adjustment of a society to the
changing social environments has to be consistent with
religious codes and justifiable by religious faith. Among
many social sanctioning agencies, religion demands its
right to be the ultimate judge of validity. Hence, religion
makes contacts with politics mainly to lead and influence
politics.
By virtue of its transcendental concern and universalistic nature, religion tends to be more orthodox and less
reconcilatory than politics in its approach to social problems. Whereas the primary task of politics in society is
the maintenance of the social order, this task is a necessary but insufficient realm of concern in religion. Furthermore, religion strives for reorientation and redirection of the individual life more than the maintenance of
the social order. The inherent nature of religion thus
forces religion to stand beyond politics either by separate from or by challenging politics. Yet, at a given time
and in a given place, if the conditions are favorable, religion maintains an amicable and harmonious relationship with politics; but, if the political dimensions of the
society are in direct conflict with its religious dimensions,
the religious response and challenge to politics becomes
rather vociferous. The choices for religion are to win, to
go underground, to make a truce, or to lose. In social effects, thus, the organized institutions of each system attempts to condition each other : religious system tries to
influence the nature of political system by shaping the
behavior patterns of the individuals through religious
norms and sanctions; political system wants to affect the
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nature of religion by demanding a reinterpretation of religious fundamental values and beliefs, if not a change of
the nature of religion itself.
Religion and Political Development

Politics is a dynamic process. The role of religion
varies widely on a continuum from "political undevelopment" to "political development." Political development
being an aspect of a multidimensional process of social
change, its emphasis is on empirical and utilitarian aspects. Its direction is toward specialization of political
functions and discovery of sophisticated political techniques to cope with the increasingly complex social environment. Naturally, advancement of a society is more
dependent upon political capability, which is readily susceptible to changes, than religious capability, which is
less responsive to innovation and development.
Religion as a causative force has become less functional in the realm of social control, though its binding
effects in the maintenance of social solidarity are a valuable asset to the political system.
The relationships between religion and political development are problematic and difficult to generalize, and
yet, there seems to be a correlation to a certain degree
between the stages of political development and the extent of the influence of religion upon the political system.
It appears to be permissible to hypothesize that there is
a kind of dialectical relationship between religion and
political devefopment.
When the political system is in a period of nationbuilding or at the threshold of a country's industrialization, religion is rather intimately related to politics. As
Organski ( 1965) points out, the main function of politics in this early stage is predominantly focused on the
issues and problems of the national identity and unification. In such a situation, religion can contribute to integration of the society by providing a unifying goal for
people. Religion has the ability to console effectivdy the
confused and the bewildered. By providing them with a
new direction as well as a basic morale, religion can help
create the urgently-needed political identity for individuals and social groups. With the universalistic perspective, religion ably alleviates the conflicting views and interests in a society. Religion can thus supply politics with
sustaining ideologies.
As political development advances, the role of religion
retrogresses and the influence of religion upon politics in
the traditional fashion declines. Religion undergoes what
Weber refers to as "routinization of charisma," (Gerth
and Mills, 1958) and the institutionalization of religion
deprives it of most of its earlier charms that were derived
from its position of ascendency over the secular institutional patterns. The decline of religious influence upon
political development results from the fact that the positive functions of religion in the traditional sense have become quite dysfunctional in the modern society. Industrialization and urbanization have brought forth a complicated socialization of the individual which, in turn, has
liberated various social institutions from the domain of
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religious valuation. In the political system, the process of
development of one integral whole undifferentiated from
other social forces no longer suffices. With the increase
of politicization of the population and with the social
transformation that faces new contingencies stemming
from modernization, the political system must be mobile,
efficient, and flexible. Politics is no longer a partner or
interpreter of a religiously-preordained value scheme.
Rather, politics is the prime mover of the society, providing it with new goals and highly specialized functions,
designating priorities of its performance, and setting up
its own norms separate from religious norms.
The "realistic" aspects of modernization have become
simply incompatible with the "unrealistic" aspects of religion. Now, the reciprocal relationship between religion
and political development exists not on the level of romantic adulation or covert jealousy but on the plane of
overt emulation and even total abnegation in the extreme
cases. As O'dea ( 1966) sums it up, the priestly function
of religion has become embodied in such a rigid and conservative institution that its original therapeutic role of
preventing chaotic social changes could turn into an impeding force of beneficial and constructive social
changes. In addition, the prophetic function of religion,
which is generally utopian, makes it difficult for society
to adapt to changing conditions. By virtue of its firm insistance on the timelessness of its validity and the sacralizing effects of individual ideas and identity, religion has
become a divisive factor and a threat to modernization.
The more secularized and modernized the society becomes, the less direct the influence of religion on the political system. The political system, as it develops into a
modernized form, invades the strongholds of religion as
political rationality dissuades religion from assuming its
role of in loco parantis in social control. As a result of
the challenge to religion by politics, religion is more likely to confine itself to "the private sphere." This means
that religion itself has undergone structural differentiation to adapt itself to the modern social environment. As
Luckman (1967) describes, "the reality of the religious
cosmos waned in proportion to its shrinking social base;
to wit, specialized religious institutions. What were originally total life values became parMime norms."
In the modern society, religion is forced to make a
conditional surrender to politics. The positive roles it
played in the traditional society have dwindled considerably. Nevertheless, the influences religion exerts upon the
political system have not come to a complete halt. Religion now influences politics through the socio-psychological applications of its doctrines. "Religion pure" is
certainly rigid and its universalistic and ascriptive characteristics are in conflict with the achievement-oriented
essentials of politics. "Religion applied" is, however,
much more flexible, and it is more an ideology than a
theology. In its ideological form, religion becomes less
concrete and more general. In this context, it is likely
that religion remains to be supplemental to politics. Furthermore, the tendency of religion to transcend politics
makes it a less dangerous impeding force than many
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other secular ideologies which would clash directly with
the political system.
Unlike the earlier stages of political development in
which the pre-technical world strives for unity and industrialization, the later stages of political development are
often featured by their promotion of national welfare in
response to the extremely mechanized civilization. Since
the post-technical world owes its progress to technological structure and efficiency which tends to create its own
rationality, an automated society has become increasingly one-dimensional in the direction of its development.
For the technical rationality based on what Marcuse
(1964) refers to as "operationalism" became a recalcitrance to come to terms with other rationalities than its
own.
Politics in the contemporary developed society is a
dependent variable to a considerable extent on technological forces. However, politics is not merely mundane
and practical. It is also prophetic and spiritual. As long
as religion is rooted in human nature, politics cannot be
completely separated from religion. In the political
sphere of the society, the instrumental values for the attainment of material goals may come from technological
progress, but the consummatory values must come from
sources with ultimate ends other than a simply mechanized civilization. Under such circumstances, religion
once again comes in touch with politics in a harmonious
manner. As Apter ( 1965) aptly puts it, "Politics in its
moral sense can be described as approaching religion,
just as churches in their organizational sense can be said
to approach politics."
In 20th century political settings, however, the major
impact of religion upon politics is in the realm of its symbolic functions. What both religion and politics need in
the contemporary society is more condensation than exteriorization. Both religious and political acts are, in
most of the cases, remote from the individual's immediate experience, and their effects can often be communicated to the individual in symbolic forms. The symbolic
use of politics is as powerful and valid as the symbolic
expressions of religion. After all, the symbolic expression
of the human being is, in Cassirer's term, ( 1955) "the
common denominator in all his cultural activities."
In the process of the dialectial interaction of religion
with politics, the association between the two is remarkably manifested in two patterns. One is what Apter
( 1955) refers to as "political religion," and the other according to Bellah ( 1957) is the so-called "civil religion."
It is interesting to note that in the case of the former it is
politics which deliberately absorbs the functions and attributes of religion, whereas in the case of the latter, politics shares many religious qualities, especially in the form
of symbolism, without bitter struggle between the two.
According to Apter, political religion which secularized religious functions in political form is a key feature
of the mobilization system adopted by many of the
emerging nations. To most of these nations, which are in
the infancy of their political development, time is short
and the desire for modernization is strong. Unless an
Journal of, Volume Thirty-eight , Nos. 2 and 3, 1973

emergency measure is taken, the gap will widen further
with the passage of time. Hence, a fairly decentralized,
pluralistic, reconciliation system may not be suitable as a
conversion system whereas a centralized, coercive, mobilization system is . more practical and profitable. For
these reasons, political authority, with a high degree of
consummatory values, is needed. The outcome of such a
political system is the appearance of a political religion
in which politicians take over the role of religious priests
and "the end of the state becomes elevated to virtually a
sacred level." ( Geertz, 1963).
On the other hand, in the modern democratic reconciliation system, with increasing dependence of the
masses upon government, the awe inspired by the power
of the state is almost equal to the sacred reverence that
religion receives. As Edelman ( 1964) says, "Politics,
then, can usefully be regarded, in one of its aspects at
least, as a powerful congeries of rite and myth through
which object appraisals, social adjustment, and externalization are realized."
The powerlessness, isolation, boredom, and anomie of
the lonely crowd in a mass society cause the people to
seek some form of the embodiment of authority within
which they can rest securely and through which they can
expect to overcome their helpless situations. It is precisely for these roles that religion and politics are closely related. As Verba puts it, "If in the new states a passionate political religion replaces an intense traditional rd igious commitment, in a modern society such as the United
States a somewhat less intense political religion assumes
some of the functions of a less intense religious system."
( Greenberg and Parter, 1965) Americanism, for instance, is a political symbol which carries with it a quasireligious faith . God as a religious symbol is at the same
time a political symbol.
Differences and likenesses

Religion is based on faith and modem political development is based on developmental rationality. Faith is
basically extraempirical and quite often supra-rational,
whereas developmental rationality is firmly rooted on a
deliberate choice. Nevertheless, politics does indeed contain religious dimensions. Religion differs from politics
mainly by virtue of its reference to the superhuman.
Otherwise, both religion and politics are value systems,
belief systems, and action systems in that their behavioral
patterns aim at attaining ends, based on some scale of
:nerit, which satisfy their needs.
In assessing the relationship between religion and politics against changing social backgrounds, the evidence
gathered in this paper leads the author to conclude that
influences of religion upon politics exist not only in traditional societies in which the sacred and the secular are
intertwined, but also in modern pluralistic societies. In
the modem societies, religion, through its symbolic values and the socio-psychological applications of its doctrines, affects politics in a less overt but a more subtle
manner than the manner in which it traditionally influenced politics. With regard to the rise and decline of the
impact of religion upon political development, one can
115

come to the conclusion that religion in the process of political development has often been the necessary cause of
certain patterns of change in political institutions, but
not the sole and sufficient cause.
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INFLUENCE-a comparativestudy

,n three rural communities
DAVID M. SLIPY,* DENNIS KLEINSASSER**
ABSTRACT - Community influentials have long been of interest to researcher and practioner alike.
This paper deals with both the theoretical and methodological problems of identifying informal
leaders. The influentials of the three communities are identified, and their social demographic,
community participation and attitudional characteristics are scrutinized. Final,ly, the value of these
comparisons, especially for the community development specialist, are examined.

At both the community level and the national level of
political operations it has been hypothesized that the informal power sources play a key role in decision-making.
During the summer of 1971, the Center for the Study of
Local Government examined the characteristics of local
influentials in three small Minnesota communities in relation to three areas of concern to both researchers and
practitioners.
First, demographic characteristics are presented to describe influentials. Second, the amount and types of community participation that engage influentials is scrutinized.
Finally, several significant attitudinal dimensions of influentials are examined.
*DAVID SLIPY received his B.A. from Mankato State
College and did his M.A. work at lowa State University
in the Rural Sociology department. He is completing a
study of community influentials for the M.A. thesis. Currently he is the director for the Micro City project at
St. John's University.
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Center for the Study of Local Government at St. John's
University, Collegeville, Minnesota. He received his M.A.
degree from the State University of South Dakota and his
Ph.D. in psychology from Pennsylvania State University.
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Throughout the literature, demographic characteristics
of influentials receive considerable attention, but participation of influentials and attitudinal data have received
less attention. For this study the authors developed a
scale of community participation which included a multiplicity of variables not previously configured as here and
also began examining the attitudes of influentials as reflected by their behavior.
The parameter of the study was the community in each
of the three cases. But since community is an illusive
concept, it has been defined here as a social system along
lines of the definition by Talcott Parsons, who labeled
the social system as a "mode of organization of action
elements relative to the presistence or ordered processes
of change of the interactive patterns of a plurality of individual actors ." (1951).
Within the context of a social system there is always
some hierarchical arrangement of individuals. Official
positions or individuals without formal position possess
greater control over local decision-making than do others. According to Max Weber this phenomenon of power
is defined as "the probability that one actor within a so-
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